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Dear BQLI Region Friends, 

I am grateful to be honoring our Women of Achievement, all of whom are Chazak V’Ematz, 
strong and courageous, in person this year at Temple Beth Sholom.  These twenty-four 
extraordinary women from the BQLI Region, exemplify true leadership, dedication and 
commitment to their synagogues and communities. 

Included among these twenty-four Women of Achievement, are five L’Dor V’Dor Award 
recipients, also known as our emerging leaders.  I am proud to acknowledge and celebrate 
these young women for they are the future leaders of our Sisterhoods and deserve to be 
recognized for the same qualities of leadership, determination, and commitment.  It is 
important for us to nurture and guide these young women to continue the important work 
that we do. 

I am extremely fortunate to work on this event with an incredible committee of exceptional 
women.  Each year we continue to explore new ways to create a Gala bigger and better than 
the previous one.  I like to compare us to a beautifully matured Bordeaux that gets better 
with age, and I am grateful to work with such a fine group of brilliant and resourceful 
women.  I thank each of them for helping to make my job as BQLI Region Woman of 
Achievement Gala Chair one I can be proud of.  

The Woman of Achievement Gala is an opportunity to honor that special woman in your 
Sisterhood who continuously goes above and beyond and has earned the recognition that 
she isn’t striving for, yet definitely deserves. What would we do without these remarkable 
women? Volunteers are the heartbeat of our Sisterhoods, and we simply would not thrive 
without them.  

Yasher Koach to our Honorees! Thank you for representing Sisterhood’s values and traditions 
so meaningfully. May each of you go from strength to strength.  

I hope you all enjoy yourselves as we celebrate the contributions of tonight’s extraordinary 
women...to their Sisterhoods, synagogues, and communities!  

Warmly, 
Jani Majewski 
BQLI Region Woman of Achievement Gala Chair 


